Appeal issued by The Palestinian Federation and Association of Women Action

To friends in solidarity with the Palestinian people

Dear Friends,

The Israeli army attack against the Palestinian people in the West Bank - Jerusalem and the Gaza

is rising, where it committed the worst crimes that took the lives of more than a hundred citizens

(110), injured hundreds of civilians until now and the destruction of houses over the heads of their

owners -290 house were fully demolished and 800 are going to fall in the process of genocide for

Palestinian families within a policy of ethnic cleansing done by the occupation and the settlers. No

doubt you have heard the ugly and inhumane way, which ended the child’s life Mohammed Abu Khudair

of Shuafat camp - Jerusalem by a group of hardline settlers.

Our people face the new planned Israeli campaign to defend his life and his land using his flesh and

stones against well developed military technologies in a battle where there is no equality of power in

favor of the occupation and the settlers, but our people armed with his faith and the right to defend

for his existence and dignity, their inalienable right to self-determination, recovery of their land from

occupation, build their independent state on their own land and the return of its refugees to their

homes.

The Palestinian Federation and the Association of Women Action and all Palestinian women are involved

in all roles to enhance people resistance and participate in defending her life and the lives of their

children in the face of repressive occupation procedures, work to expose his claims, and participate in

the People’s consolidated united protection committees in areas adjacent to settlements in order to

face the settlers. Also, contribute in blood donation campaign in order to meet the shortfall in Gaza

because of the continued Bloodshed done by the occupation.

While the Israeli army continue its war on Gaza by land, sea and air which it might be evolved

more....... We tell you...... Gaza district lives under very difficult and compelling circumstances at the

socio-economic level ..... Under these painful circumstances…. we emphasize and ask our friends, the

following:

First: Work to organize events that you see it appropriate and within the available capabilities as

meetings, statements , delegations visits to Palestine, interviews with the media to mobilize public

opinion pads restraints to stop the aggression on Gaza and to end the occupation and allow us to ask

for it as soon as possible.

Second: Claim for international protection for our people and our emphasis on our right to join the

Rome Statute in preparation to go to the International Criminal Court to Trial the occupation for its

crimes against our people. Urged international organizations to claim to punish Israel for its crimes

against our people and to enable us to pursue our fight for the development of the recognition of the

people.
State of Palestine down to the embodiment of the Palestinian state on the land occupied in 1967, and Attainment active membership under clause uniting for Peace.

Third: defense of our right to protect the unity of our people and our political system that have been achieved, the completion of ending the division and restoring national unity and to prevent the occupation form its continuous trials to keep the division between political parties.

Fourth: Promote global solidarity and unity to end the final occupation in the world and to provide support to our people in Gaza.

Dear Friends:

Throughout the stages of our struggle our free friends from the world specifically from Italy contributed in enhancing the steadfastness of our people in a well-known role and grateful effort from the Palestinian people, and it is still necessary....... We urge you to complete your role in supporting our right to freedom, independence in ways and mechanisms that you deem appropriate, to stop the aggression against our people, to stop the bombing on Gaza.

Let’s work together for a peaceful life, for a decent living for our children, to secure treatment for the injured citizens, to free our prisoners and most important, to end the occupation, the embodiment of our people’s right to self-determination at his land to build their independent state with Jerusalem as its capital and the return of its refugees.

Ramallah  July/2014